THE 5S’s OF SMART STORAGE FOR SMALL SPACES
With UK houses not getting any bigger, every corner of the home becomes prime real estate.
Maximising every area of available living without creating a sense of clutter and confusion can be a
difficult balance to achieve.
Here Garden Trading share’s the 5S’s of smart storage to help accomplish just that.

SOFT SECRETS
If having absolutely everything on display seems
unobtainable, adding softer textured baskets and
boxes is a stylish way to break up shelves, consoles
and side tables so clutter is cleverly contained. Stick
to a limited selection of muted greys and whites
with the occasional addition of wicker and rattan to
complement, not detract, from the cohesion of your
space. Even small items without an obvious home
will be given a place, and communal areas will be
kept nice and tidy.

SUPER STACKABLE
Repeating the same storage solutions in the
same colour and design brings a whole new
level of uniformity and order. Think 3s or 5s
when trying to find the perfect number and vary
the heights and widths to add interest along
the shelf. Try mixing solid boxes with glass jars
(adding craft labels to keep track of what’s what)
and intersperse with the occasional plants and
books for a pinterest-worthy vibe.

SLIM AND SLEEK
For renters or DIY avoiders, shelf ladders are the
ultimate compromise. Compact and footprintfriendly they simply lean against the wall - and fit
in any room of the house. Ideal as bookcases in
the living room, tableware storage in the kitchen,
and plant stands for just about anywhere for those
who wish to liven their indoor space with fresh
greenery and flowers.

STAY SEGREGATED
Creating clear, distinct areas will help ensure
the flow of every space works as best it can.
By allocating purpose to smaller interior areas,
footage works harder and there is less valuable
space offering nothing in terms of functions.
Consider giving small corners of the living
room over to a small desk with storage, so that
on working-from-home days, creativity and
productivity are maintained. This will also avoid
work and admin from spilling over into your spaces
that you want to keep calm and relaxing.

STORAGE STOREYS
Whilst floor space can be something of a premium,
wall space is often a great choice for adding storage
in smaller spaces. Vertical storage and open shelving
having something of a moment, thanks to the ofttrending #shelfie movement, means that storing
bowls, glassware and personal items can add to an
overall sense of style.
Group items together by colour and shape, mixing
in splashes of metallic, natural wood and occasional
height instils a sense of design and carefully
curated aesthetic rather than cluttered chaos. Layer
multiple shelves above each other for the ultimate
organised effect.

Set of 2 Chesil Rectangular Baskets, £40.00 | Melcombe Ironing Shelf, £55.00 | Clockhouse Console Table, £330.00
Egg Run, £18.00 | Hambledon Shelf Ladder, £280.00 | Clockhouse Desk Tray, £180.00 | Canister with Wooden Lid, £15.00
Portland Utility Basket, £12.00 | Round Dining Table, £700.00 | Ashwicke Desk with Storage, £350.00
Hambledon Desk Ladder, £280.00 | Hambledon Butlers Tray, £150.00 | Brompton Canister, £13.00
Small Brookville Table, £650.00 | Portland Storage Box, £10.00
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